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Dear Students/Parents,
Congratulations for successfully completing one academic session with Prime
Academy. We are at the midway of our journey of preparation for IIT JEE and other
competitive exams. It is very important to take a pause at this point and evaluate ourselves
in respect of the target that we have been dreaming of. With this we would like to throw
some light on how important it is to understand certain crucial aspects of preparation.
So far this journey has seen many ups and downs, which are naturally part and parcel of
the journey itself. There could have been many occasions when a student was full of vigor
and enthusiasm to conquer the world and to chase IITJEE dream by putting lots of hard
work and also there could have been occasions when the same student was low on
confidence and felt emotionally shattered.
Usually the reasons, which lead to a good state of mind are satisfactory scores in
exams, thorough understanding of some tricky concepts, motivation by Prime Academy
faculties etc. On the other hand, an occasion of bad score in an exam, inability to solve
few problems, joining the institute late, missing few lectures etc. may lead to
demotivation and negativity. These negativities are “local failures but not holistic.” Your
exam preparation is like a cricket match, where you may hit a six or sometimes you may get
out also. But the final result of the match doesn’t not depend solely on one or two good
balls. At the end of the match, you should be able to win the match. For that you need to
approach with few skills and most importantly right strategy. Hence such good and bad
phases will continue to be the part of your rest of the preparation. Finally, what matters
is, how strongly you emerge after every such “local failure”; how elegant you design
your approach to come out of such situations; and how hard you emerge to hit the
right point at right time.
One of the most crucial phases of your preparation is right around the corner. We
call it “golden period” of your preparation. You will never get these life changing 50 days
of vacations, till your IIT JEE. There are multiple reasons for calling it the golden period of
preparation.
1. You already have an exposure of the preparation of 1 year
2. There is no pressure from school for exam preparation etc
3. You need not go to school and can concentrate completely on your
preparation.
4. With growing age your maturity level has gone up.
5. You must have met many of your Prime Academy seniors, who have become IITians
and now you know how it feels to be an IITian.
6. You can also cover up one fourth of your strategy at this stage.
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There have been many stories of success, where students started their preparation
right at this golden period; excelled during the process; and eventually made the dream of
IIT come true. It is not too late to start the preparation now, if you have not been serious so
far. It is for this reason that we are writing to you.
On the account of holidays, we have significantly increased the number of lectures to
cover up more syllabus, to revise important concepts and to make sure that students
practice more in the classroom itself in presence of teachers. Kindly clutch the opportunity
of a “quantum shift” in conceptual as well as confidence level and give your 100% towards
your dream.

Also, many students/parents may miss this golden period by going for vacation. A vacation
can wait but a good career opportunity may not. Also kindly note that if you want to be
among top 2% of the nation, you can’t afford to behave like the rest 98% !
Electrostatics, Organic Chemistry, Coordinate geometry and Calculus will be covered in
May June and these are the topics of utmost importance in JEE and other entrance exams.
We will finish our complete syllabus (11th and 12th) latest by September 2017 or may be
even before that. And by this time you will have plenty of time left for revision. We have
seen several average and below average students, who started shining post September
because they have thoroughly studied the major part of the syllabus in golden period and
succeeded. For that you just need to connect dots with right strategy. So continue working
hard and prove your mettle by working hard. Team Prime Academy will support in all
possible ways.
You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water. You
need to dive in and swim across.
May the force be with you.
Best wishes.
Team Prime Academy

